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KOHO
(Koji Watanabe)
KAKUZAN TOEN / 5th generation / Founded in 1887

Finish bonsai pots from a functional perspective
and support bonsai masters
Following the 5th generation of KAKUZAN TOEN which studied under his
Father Kakuyuki and lasted over 100 years.
In addition to learning techniques of push molding and hand drilling, we are
pursuing the taste and color of pots that can not be brought out by other
kilns.
In terms of pottery, we value functional ease of use and practicality for
bonsai masters and enthusiasts.
Bonsai pots say they want to support bonsai masters and enthusiasts from
the functional aspect of protecting trees and nurturing them into an ideal
tree shape.
I mainly produce a lot of works for Shohin Bonsai.

KH01
Round pots with cloud feet
and Dragon
Clay Type ：Vermilion clay
Glaze Type : Unglazed
Retail Price：JPY20,000
Size : W110 x D110 x H85㎜

KH02
Rectangle cutted corner with
cloud feet
Glaze Type：Ruri/Kinyo/White
Retail Price：JPY15,000
Size : W165 x D130 x 50㎜

■Catalog Information
■About orders
When ordering, please specify the product number, size, color
and quantity. If there is no stock, it takes time for delivery,
please contact us for details.
We also accept orders for special orders, please feel free to
ask me.
■About size and color
Size and color may diﬀer from what is shown. Please be
forewarned.
■About Shipping and Duties.
Shipping, duties and packing costs will be charged separately.
■About price display
The list price is the retail price. The listed price does not
include shipping costs. Prices are subject to change without
notice.
■Catalog expiration date
2020.4.1〜2021.3.31

Contact information
Tokonameyaki Cooperative Association
3-8 Sakaemachi, Tokoname city, Aichi, 479-0836
WEB：tokonamebonsaipots.com
Mail ：contact@tokonamebonsaipots.com
info@tokonameyaki.or.jp

Orders and Inquiries
contact@tokonamebonsaipots.com
info@tokonameyaki.or.jp

Website to know our philosophy
tokonamebonsaipots.com

Produce and Management
Tokonameyaki Cooperative Association
3-8 Sakaemachi, Tokoname city, Aichi
479-0836, Japan

